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Creativity as
Emotional
Sharing
_____
Enrico Bettinello

The Master programme in Curatorial Practice
covers a special place within IED Venezia’s big
heart.
To gather students from all over the world in
our city for a-year-long programme means
to set the stage for sharing experiences and
practices which go far beyond any academic
paths. Moreover, this atypical scenario
confirms the importance of our human and
emotional sides featuring our daily life as
essential parts of the creative process.
I had first the privilege to meet the seven
students/curators of On Walking Away as a
teacher myself, then as the new director of the
School. This unpredictable turning point in my
career makes me even prouder of their hard
work and improvements.
The idea of exploring the concept of ‘distance’
by engaging the viewer as an active part of
the exhibition goes hand in hand with the
principles upon which the Master itself is built.
Throughout the year the students/curators
have been directly involved in constant
brainstorming through open discussions,
lectures, workshops, analysis of case studies,
visits and practical labs that allowed them
to shape their vision into a flexible and florid
dialogue of new possibilities to come.
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Once engaged in the exhibition, the viewer will
experience the exciting sensation of being part
of something meaningful; as it happened to me
during this past, beautiful year spent among the
students, their teachers and everyone involved in
their path. In particular, I am very grateful to the
former director, Igor Zanti, who had a substantial
role over this rewarding process.
Great work, girls!

Enrico Bettinello, IED Venezia Director
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Seven
Ways of
Seeing

_____

Claudio Cravero
The Master programme in Curatorial practice
2018 of IED Venice is now coming to an end.
Seven students from different geographies
as well as with diverse backgrounds have
undertaken a year-long post-university path
that has pinned everyone down to question
themselves first-hand.
Identity, globalisation and sense of belonging,
as well as ways of curating through a nonconventional approach have been among
the subjects discussed over the past twelve
months. Nevertheless, ‘Distance’ has been the
common thread of multiple stories analysed
on a critical level, such as the ongoing debate
on contemporary art and the audience’s
perception of it once exhibited in an art
gallery, yet an emotional standpoint has been
thoroughly explored. Whether from a place
or from a person, the feeling of being distant
carries a shared universal human response:
to shorten the physical gap which separates
point A from B or, on the other hand, to take
an even further distance from it.
In this direction, the exhibition On Walking
Away has become the most natural and almost
expected result of the students’ curatorial
investigation.
In 1972, John Berger’s Ways of Seeing,
his critical essay on visual culture, shifted
the emphasis of art criticism away from
professional art-experts and relocated it within
the grasp of the ‘layperson’, a term to which
we today refer as ‘the general audience’.
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Within Spiazzi, the Venice’s cultural association
hosting On Walking Away, it is presented the
confluence of seven ways of seeing and looking
at the concept of distance. Fresh, inquisitive,
and with the right degree of certain rebellious,
youthful anger towards the world in which we
live, Nilo Amlashi, Fernanda Andrade, Zahra
Bundakji, Yasmine Helou, Virginia Lupo, Sanjana
Pillai and Lucia Trevisan have clustered different
artists under the central theme of detachment.
The curatorial approach sets each of the works
on display to beckon us to take a second look,
upon which the contours of a new interpretation
may emerge. The exhibition invites the viewer
to engage with the artwork, and to examine the
manifold ways by which forms and concepts
that may appear familiar can ultimately attain a
renewed meaning.
While some of the artists in the group show
blur the barriers between the artwork and the
space in which it is displayed, others provide the
viewer with a new way of accessing it, pushing
the technical and formal possibilities of the media
employed. In this framework, curators and artists
remind us that the connection between what
we see and what we think we know is never that
simple. The way we are used to seeing is, at its
core, an intimate act.

November 2018

Claudio Cravero,
Master programme co-coordinator
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On
Distance

_____

The Curatorial Team

We walk on, to the back of beyond, through
vast, measureless days.
Our need to record the extent of space and
time forms our existence. Artists are especially
skilled at doing this, using tangible and
intangible objects to represent the wicked
scheme of distance. We are invited into a
dimension where intelligence is overcome
by imagination by filling the vapid void that
passing time can sometimes inject in our lives.
Absence and presence, proximity and
remoteness are antithetical pairs that we often
find ourselves confronting. We aim at using the
medium of exhibition-making to peel the layers
off its sociological manifestation, whether it is the
human response to space-time, the promised
utopia of technology, or the perceptual gap
between various media. These broad themes are
overlapping and inextricably linked.
Within the vast sweep of human response
lies the artwork that holds up a mirror to the
anthropology of distance. For instance, in
Cilli’s work, the opportunistic side of humanity
is revealed as breathtaking sceneries, devoid
of humans elements, depict the irony in valuing
idyllic landscapes only for their remoteness.
Other works, like Meysami’s ruined carpet,
provide a visceral render of the impact of war
and political imbalance, presenting home with
a clever use of metaphors. Furthermore, the
precariousness of ever-changing identity is
addressed by Rosa, forming the theoretical
backbone of this exhibition.
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Contraposition is an essential tool in offering
commentary on themes such as the spiritual
superfluousness of religious institutions
approached by Gazzaz or the distance between
natural and architectonic elements dealt by
Baldan.
The juxtaposition of different media also reveals
the natural disposition of their materiality and
consequently, their distinctness. Whether it’s
Leblanc’s intersection of mechanical with digital
forms, or representing banal scenery via an
evocative medium in case of Suryan-Dang’s
pocket-sized book, the revelation of the objects
elemental value is inevitable owing to their
comparison. Artistic representation, in ways
other than what is considered traditional, shatter
preconceived notions by imbuing them with new
meaning.
As some works of art provide new perspectives
on the physicality of distance, others navigate
the unexplored sphere of technology. This
new portal of virtual reality has changed the
collective imagination profoundly. It acts as a veil
under which we are as alive as in the corporeal
world. The veil is lifted with a sense of urgency
and nostalgia as failure to transcend physical
separation is highlighted in Sacha’s canvases.
Subsequently, Fioravanti’s piece leads the viewer
to deconstruct artistic awareness as rooted in
historical knowledge, and turn it on its head.
Through this multilayered arrangement, we want
to create a narrative that exposes different facets
of the experience of distance. Our hope is for the
viewer to pause, and let the exhibition be the
arena for action. We might walk on to the back
of beyond, but not without stopping once in a
while.

The Curatorial Team
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Yves
Leblanc
_____

Salomé 180630 (serie of 8),
Loren 180820 (serie of 8),
Salomé, tirage cyanotype sur dessin (serie of 6),
Stenopé, tirage sur dessin 01. Original,
Leonor 6B 170509, Astride 160510 (serie of 4),
Leonor 160329 mvt-07,
Leonor 160329 mvt-02 BAS

Paris, France
b. 1957

Yves Leblanc first started to be interested
in sculpture (Salon de Montrouge, 1994) and
successively in painting and installations (Salon
de la Jeune peinture, Figuration critique and
salon de mai at the Grand Palais from 1995
to 2000). Associate professor at the Ecole
Normale Superieure, Yves Leblanc teaches
drawing at a specialised Design school in
Paris. After teaching at the Sorbonne (class on
Perception) he began to explore programing
and computer interactivity (Videoformes of
Clermont). Later, he went back to an atelier
practice with the company Demodocos,
manufacturing masks and costumes. He has
published books such as L’Art du Dessin en
Perspective, translated in English and Chinese.
Since 2015, the artist tries to reunited multiple
sectors for a visual, temporal and spatial
depiction. The production of “stenopés”,
the utilization of craftsperson films and the
photosensitive emulsion passage are at the
drawing’s service. To complete the light
and to capture the graphic, he uses lines
of code in order to mix images and visual
sensations. He likes to define himself as a lost
scientist. He builds his own cameras (pinhole),
manufacturers his photosensitive emulsions
and writes lines of code for his programs of
image capture.
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YVES LEBLANC,
Loren 180820_151256, 2018

Yves Leblanc’s photos are made with pinhole
cameras with which he calculates the projection
surface and the amplitude of the visual field.
Afterwards, they are enriched by digital images
captured by programs whose lines of code
are written by him. The body is omnipresent
in its images but what it uncovers is, above all,
the photo reduced to its simplest expression:
the passage of light through a hole. When
it comes to drawing, he transforms it in an
longue story in which multiples points of view
coexist, proposing a perspective sensation and
suggesting images just like the space-time reality
in which we are immersed.

"

Without them (the models)
my work would not exist.
When I look at them, their
image does not fall in the
back of my eyes; it falls in
the bottom of my brain. It
nourishes me. It is this image
that I want, coming from the
distance, the time and the
attraction exercised by my
encounters."

YVES LEBLANC, Astride 160510 mvt-04bas, 2018
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YVES LEBLANC,
Stenopé, tirage cyanotype sur dessin 01. original, 2018
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Lokesh
Dang
_____
Gurgaon, India
b. 1991

Saurabh
Suryan
_____
New Delhi, India
b. 1991

SURYAN AND DANG,
Brutalist Cloud, 2018

SURYAN AND DANG,
Ghost of a Crow, 2018
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Suryan/ Dang is a collaborative practice for
visual storytelling through various available
media. Their spectrum of work spans from
portraiture and landscape, to documentary
photography and filmmaking. Suryan is
an architect with a Bachelor’s degree
from Sushant School of Art & Architecture,
Gurgaon. He worked as an architect with
many renowned firms across India before
establishing his photography practice in Delhi.
Dang has a post graduate diploma in Creative
Photography from Sri Aurobindo Center
for Arts and Communication and has been
practicing as a documentary photographer, for
which he has won a National Media Award. The
duo has also exhibited their work at various
galleries across India.

Ghost of a Crow and Brutalist Cloud
The photographs seek to dehumanize
buildings by eliminating the primary user
of architecture- people. In doing this, the
resulting absence lends the space with
a profundity that would otherwise seem
ordinary.

Ghost of a crow documents
the Mill Owner’s Building
designed by Le Corbusier who
was known as the Crow due
to his stature and persona.
The picture space has been
choreographed with framed
photos of the famed architect
reinforcing his ghostly
presence in the building
which is felt even now,
fifty-three years after his
passing. Furthermore, the
building’s parapets are
covered in crow droppings
that are resistant to cleaning
and have permanently stained
the hard concrete surface.
Brutalist Cloud invites viewers
to look up to the skylight
through the tunnel-like atrium
into the converging abyss of
brutality. It invokes a cloud of
concrete through which the
sun peers in.
An Unremitting Dialogue with
Things
Banal scenes from everyday
spaces are overlooked but
form a major part of our
subconscious. Through
containing them in a book,
they seek to highlight the
importance of such spaces
by lending them portability.
They are meant to be mass
produced and cheaply sold,
to be carried on the person,
to imbue them with the
same significance as these
depositories of knowledge.
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SURYAN AND DANG,
An Unremitting Dialogue with Things, 2018
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On
Navigating
Within
Oneself

_____

Fernanda Andrade

"I love the sound of you walking away,
you walking away."
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The Franz Ferdinand’s song, which I am very
fond of, echoes inevitably and persistently.
That might be the reason why it popped up
immediately in my head once the title of the
show was set.
After a cathartic episode as the outcome of a
first conversation over what to talk about on
our exhibition, an epiphany! Let’s deal with
a theme people have always and will always
have to deal with, either willingly or not.
Distance. What might as well have become a
recipe for a nightmare – seven strong minds
curating one single show together – turned
out to be an invitation to seal a narrative pact
between the viewer and the work of art.
Being confident that a good exhibition is not
one where the art pieces allude to the main
topic or end up tamed fitting into the concept,
On Walking Away displays artworks that leave
us wondering.
Can one be aware of a step as being the last
one? Or should we think of it as the first move
towards something else?
To what extent can a brushstroke, a still, a

sound, a video frame unleash
the possibility of creating
new dialogues? How can they
suggest new interpretations
through an introspective
return?
The intimate relation we have
with our own memories – that
become fatedly linked to the
past as time goes by – can
either be translated into fear
of the unknown or an excited
booster towards the future. As
the song mentioned before
goes “Why don’t you walk
away? No buildings will fall
down / No quake will split
the ground / The sun won’t
swallow the sky / Statues will
not cry”. Once again, not a
mere coincidence.

Fernanda Andrade
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Luiza
Baldan
_____

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
b. 1980

LUIZA BALDAN, Suspiro, 2017

Luiza Baldan is an artist and researcher,
candidate for a PhD in Visual Languages at
UFRJ (Rio de Janeiro) and whose career dates
back to more than 15 years. She has presented
her work in several solo shows, including
Estofo, Anita Schwartz Gallery (Rio, 2017);
Perabé, CCSP, 2015; Build Up, MdM Gallery
Paris, 2014; Index, MAM Rio, 2013; Corta Luz,
Pivô SP, 2013 and São Casas, Studio-X Rio,
2012. She has also participated in group shows
both at home and overseas. In 2016, she was
a finalist for the Pipa Prize. Moreover, Luiza has
published the books Derivadores (together
with the artist, Jonas Arrabal) in 2016 and São
Casas in 2012. She currently lives between
Viña del Mar
(Chile) and Rio de Janeiro.

Suspiro
The art piece is a video
installation consisting of a
moving camera in sync with
the movement of waves, since
the shooting was made from
a boat. It harmonizes different
elements such as concrete,
water and light along with the
precisely captured sound of
“gasping” from a hole in one
of the pillars of the Rio-Niterói
Bridge. A lonely immersion of
the spectator reveals both the
delicacy and the violence of
the scene.
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On
Traveling and
Seeing

"Arriving at each new city, the traveler finds

again a past that he did not know he had: the
remoteness of what you no longer are or no
longer possess lies in wait for you in foreign,
unpossessed places.” Italo Calvino, Invisible
Cities, 1972, Italy

_____

Lucia Trevisan

Distance is a human condition. When we are in
one place, our thoughts are often occupied by
other places we love to recall. However, when
we physically leave that precise land, this
place ironically becomes the subject of our
daydreaming. Elsewhere.
When we travel, it becomes crucial to see and
feel with all five senses with a prehensile eye
because those who truly daydream possess a
sense of curiosity stronger than judgment.
The exhibition is built taking into account that
our existences are limitless at this present time
and current space. Our life experiences feature
multiple choices, many places to occupy or
landscapes to admire, yet emotions we have
to deal with or even embrace as a reassuring
feeling.
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Nevertheless, when we think of
life endless possibilities, which
we usually name destinations,
we also have to challenge the
distance that separates the
place where we now stand
from the destination we would
like to reach. Also, in Invisible
Cities, the novel by the Italian
writer Italo Calvino describes
the Venetian merchant Marco
Polo's adventures saying:
"If I tell you that the city to
which my journey tends to
is discontinuous in space
and time, now more sparse
now more dense, you must
not believe that we can stop
looking for it".
Space and time - as Calvino
goes on - are thus coming
into being as concepts that
have long been influencing
the human beings’ lives, as
well as creating communities.
However, space and time are
yet to be defined because
both notions have significantly
changed throughout history.
Space and time represent
a journey which distance
depends on our undeniable
desire to venture through,
whether it is to shorten any
gap to reach our longed
destination or take an even
further step away.

Lucia Trevisan
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Benedetta
Fioravanti
_____
Ascoli Piceno, Italy
b. 1995

BENEDETTA FIORAVANTI, Pathos, 2018
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Benedetta Fioravanti currently lives and works
in Venice, where she is attending the Fine
Arts Academy. She bases her research on the
observation of everyday life, approaching
common things experienced by individuals,
inside or outside a community, in relation to
the environment they live in. This observation
translates into an artwork that, throughout
the plurality of artistic languages, deals with
the contemporaneity and the concept of
hybridization of the elements that compose it.
According to this reasoning, the subjects are
strictly dependent on the place in which they
are conceived: a place that can be physical or
virtual. Examples of hybrid subjects are found
in video works, where cinema meets sculpture,
or in live amateur shootings mixed with music.
This way of working frees itself from the need
of labeling and, therefore, circumscribes the
polyvalence of artistic research in the historical
roots of objects, often unknown to the
spectator.

Pathos
Pathos is a video installation
included in the series
Associazioni Visive (Visual
Associations). Pre-existing
videos create new narratives
and interpretations with
the aim of destroying
the temporal distance
between past and present.
The final result is a subtle
transformation on the
awareness of our previous
knowledge.
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On
Finding a
Way

_____

“

Art has always been a relation to some
extent” Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational aesthetic

Virginia Lupo

It is undeniable the existence of specific
physical, as well as mental space between
the viewer and the object of art. It is also
to be said that, willing or not, the spatial
distance between an artwork and its viewer
is unavoidable. In fact, it represents a space
to experience since the very moment we
decide to step into a museum or an art gallery,
even before we start looking at the pieces on
display or approaching them. For a museumgoer, to cross a space like a gallery requires a
specific revolutionary approach. They would
need to break particular rules and norms
that the white cube model has somehow
established, nonetheless contributing to
everyone’s uneasiness.
On the other hand, the mental distance has to
be studied and approached. On this matter,
we must say art has always been a basis for
a dialogue. Although those conversations
happen to be multiple, the one between
the piece of art and audience is one of the
most complicated, because contemporary
art has long deemed it as “a difficult topic
to understand”. On this regard, Agamben
has claimed contemporaneity as a unique
relationship with our own times.

Although we stick to the time
we live in, we also take the
distance from it. Despite some
presumable misunderstanding
of non-art people towards
today’s art landscape, the
gap between contemporary
art and the public can also be
related to some broader lack
of sense of belonging.
Furthermore, it seems that
the lesser people know to
decipher the art codes, the
more skeptical they become.
It’s also true that art is said
to be traditionally opposed
to rationality. To this extent,
therefore, why do we need
an explanation? We, and I’m
talking about curators, as
well as artists themselves, art
critics and all the people in
the field must try to destroy
the perception of this distance
with our own practices. A
good way, for instance, is
to begin to communicate
in a more straightforward
and more accessible way to
get any messages across,
either it may be to avoid any
specific jargons or rephrase
sentences in text and labels
alike. Finding a way to give art
a comprehensible voice.

Virginia Lupo
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Valentina
Rosa
_____
Este, Italy
b. 1991

Valentina Rosa’s studies in ceramic modeling
and restoration were fundamental to develop
her research, which she could refine during
Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna where
she took the 1st and 2nd level of Sculpture.
Her works have been exhibited in several
exhibitions, in more academic framework
during Art City White Night of Arte Fiera
Bologna and in many spaces within the city
of Bologna, such as Art Forum Contemporary
and Istituto Storico Parri. In 2017, she was
selected as a resident for Bevilacqua La Masa
Foundation’s studios in Venice. In the same
year, she participates to collateral events of
57° Art Biennale of Venice, exhibiting her works
in La porta. Porta in itineris longissima esse at
Palazzo Donà dalle Rose. In 2018, she is one
of the artists of Bias, International Biennale of
Sacred and Humanity Religions Contemporary
Art of Palermo.

Ri-costruirsi
Ri-costruirsi is a photographic
series. A body in fragments,
with missing parts, a bust and
a back in clay which color
and surface merge with the
skin. Sculpture in its definitive
and firm form, becomes living
material, hard yet sensitive
twist, wearable as a dress on
your body. The works appear
mid-way between real image
and representation, between
body and sculpture, between
work and artist. It investigates
the relationship between
identity and body, female
representation, through media
of sculpture and photography.
Identity is something that
marks any human being, but
it’s not immutable, it changes
in a never-ending process,
following life phases.

VALENTINA ROSA,
Ri-costruirsi, 2017

VALENTINA ROSA, Ri-costruirsi, 2017

VALENTINA ROSA, Sentire, 2018
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Sentire
Sentire is composed of two
elements: photography and
sculpture. The title refers to
the double meaning of the
word “sentire” that in Italian
means both “to hear”, “to
listen” or “to sense” and
“to intuit”, “to understand”,
“to feel”. The fragment of
terracotta is overlaid on
the ear in the picture, it is
almost used as a substitution,
confirming anew the same
artist’s gesture applied in the
work Ri-costruirsi. A body
transforming in sculpture, a
changing suggesting fragility.
Two elements are here pulled
over and seem to establish a
dialogue between sculpture
and photography. While the
artist offers an ear to listen,
the space between the two
materials is a silent gap that
can be physically measured,
yet it recalls the aphasia in
communication.
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On
Communicating
Distance as an
Experience

_____

Zahra Bundakji
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Distance in its most elementary form is a
measure.
Although the most visible aspect to consider
would be physical, throughout the course
of human history, the concept of 'Distance'
has long been revisited with interpretations.
Besides, it still endures in our discourse.

A

However, what and how do we communicate
this phenomenon, at times physical and vividly
experienced, and sometimes just mental? For
instance, time becomes an intolerable enemy
when two lovers wait to rejoin. Or the interval
between our goals and the effort we make
to reach them may be unbearable. Also, the
geographical distance in our journey to land
from one place to another - that is comparable
to the enthusiasm of a young teenager moving
abroad yet in contrast with the feeling of
leaving their parents behind - represents just
one aspect of a broad narrative that we adopt
to measure the length between the self and
the world surrounding it.

Any gaps can be connected
as much as any dots can be
joined by building bridges. To
shorten any distance that we
may face, connectors, links
and joints are all metaphorical
images which contribute to
reinforcing the sense and the
importance of being in the
middle.
Any experiences of loneliness
can help us realise the
meaning of what we may
have, or we may not; but
solitude also brings us to
focus on the self, on who we
are and - at its essence where we are heading to.
Zahra Bundakji

Although 'Distance' is a notion often used to
describe the sense of disconnection, it can
also be understood all the way around. In fact,
it can represent the epitome of connection if
we think that to calculate the gap between
two points, we first have to be aware of these
points and the kind of relationship that ties
them together. Pertinence, values, meaning,
context, and chances are all factors that
require some thoughtful consideration before
thinking of two points a merely separate.
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Turki
Gazzaz
_____

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
b. 1988

Divided Congregation Part III
The following statements
were collected from the
Municipality of Urban and
Rural Affairs in Saudi Arabia:
Turki Gazzaz graduated as an architect from
Mcgill University, Montreal (Canada) in 2010
and in 2011 he completed a Master’s Degree
in History and Theory of Architecture. In
2015, he founded the architecture studio
BRICKLAB in Jeddah with architect and
collegue Abdulrahman Hisham Gazzaz.
BRICKLAB represented Saudi Arabia at the 16th
International Venice Architecture Biennale.
The artist showcased an installation,
Indeterminate Plateaus, at Rubat Alkhunji,
part of Jeddah Art Week 2018. His research
is dedicated to the examination of Design
as it intersects with the social, political,
economical, and cultural networks that
implicitly form our built environment. By
constantly focusing his design on user’s
experience, those significant intersections
begin to reveal the role of design in our
broader cultural development.
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A mosque’s call to prayer
should not exceed 85
decibels in residential areas.
Mosques should cover a
minimum 500 m radius
in all new Master Plan
developments.
The call to prayer delineates
an urban enclave defined by
its audible sound. Inherently
ephemeral in nature, it is
nonetheless bound to a
physical place. The mosques
and the souks, following
traditional principles of the
Arab Islamic City, are the
public forums and the anchors
of any given community. This
work explores the parallel
between the audible enclave
of the call and its urban
community catchment area.

TURKI GAZZAZ,
Divided Congregation, 2016

It is a symbiotic relationship; the call is the
signifier and the resultant community is the
signified. When the population is dispersed
in single detached villas with high disposable
incomes, community ties are naturally weathered.
The communal essence of the mosque is lost
when neighbourhoods start following the lanes
of suburbia. Calls to prayer can no longer sustain
meaningful human interactions; they only create
noise.
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On
Moving

_____
Nilo Amlashi

The act of walking is essentially to move.
By taking one step at a time, at a certain
pace. Whether it is a literal one, or by the
metaphorical steps we take, we all move in
some way or another. We also tend to put a
distance between our past and our present.
When life happens, or stands still, we have
the urge to move. To leave. This is to create
space to, and maybe erase, our current state
of being. We call it a “fresh start” or a “start
over”, which give us the opportunity to reset
our minds and our lives. Yet, to move is a
conscious enabling of distance. By walking
away, walking on or choosing to move at a
different rhythm, we search for new places
and take on other habits, in the widest hope of
finding serenity. Whether it is a good, bad or
a bitter-sweet choice, we create an emotional
distance to the things we move (on) from.
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This movement of distance and its emotional
response can also be recalled in contemporary
art. While a ripped-out piece can be read as a
message of a heartfelt loss, for someone else
it´s seen as merely an object dismantled in a
new form. As human beings, we have this great
ability to close our emotions or open up to all
the elements we are faced with. It depends on
the degree of detachment to our emotional
past.

At times, art can tap deep
into our memories by its
recognition of familiarity. And,
no matter how far we go, or
how much time has passed,
the distance we created is
felt by a vivid presence in
our hearts. As reminded by
the famous quote “you can
run, but you can´t hide”, an
extensive creation of
time-lapse between now
and yesterday is not going
to make the past go away.
Awakened by a recognizable
scent, a special sound, place,
or a distinctive shape or
color, we are in an instant
thrown back in time and
space. Memories as we know
often linger, and we name
it nostalgia. Or a love left
behind.

Nilo Amlashi
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Mohsen
Meysami
_____

Mehdi
Meysami
_____

Mohsen Meysami is an Iranian artist who
works between Tehran (Iran) and Melbourne
(Australia). He is interested in utilizing a variety
of media and techniques to communicate
complex political ideas. His artwork ranges from
intricate bead-works on found Persian Kilims
to digital illustrations and public art projects.
Through his practice, the artist explores the
impacts of recent wars in the Middle-East and
challenges people’s indifference to the suffering
of those whose lives have been affected by
conflicts. He completed a Master in Graphic
Design at the Azad Art University Tehran, and
was awarded the Australian Postgraduate
Award to undertake a PhD. Currently studying
at RMIT University, he is conducting a practicebased research project focused on portraying
impacts of war by referring to Persian traditional
arts. His artwork has been selected as a finalist
in many awards including the Wangaratta
Contemporary Textile Award (2017), Incinerator
Art Award (2017), and most recently the Arte
Laguna Venice (2018) and Fisher’s Ghost Art
Award (2018). In 2017, he won the Footscray Art
Prize Tertiary Award.

Mehdi Meysami is an Iranian
artist who is based in his birth
city of Yazd. His line of work
is in Handicrafts and Visual
Arts. He holds a Bachelor of
Handicrafts, with a Major in
Ceramics, from PNU in Yazd, in
2008.

Yazd, Iran
b. 1982
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Yazd, Iran
b. 1984

Woven in to the warp and
weft of our land – Blood Blood
Blood
In line with Mohsen Meysami´s
body of work, several pieces
refer to randomly found
Persian Kilims. By using the
Persian Kilim as art material
and motif, Mohsen, together
with Mehdi Meysami, want
to explore the impacts of the
recent wars in the MiddleEast. The work represents a
reminder of shattered and
broken homes, the long and
ongoing wars, as well as the
political imbalance in the
Middle-East to the extent that
the carpet epitomizes the local
houses.

MOHSEN MEYSAMI, MEHDI MEYSAMI,
Woven into the warp and weft of our
land- Blood Blood Blood, 2017

Drawing on Palestinian-American intellectual
Edward Said (well-known contemporary thinker,
critic and advocate of Palestinian rights, and his
notion of “intimacy and distance”) Mohsen believes
it is impossible to understand complex issues such
as indifference towards the plight of refugees,
without looking at it through a cosmopolitan lens.
As Said argued in his book Orientalism (1978), the
combination of “intimacy and distance” is essential
for a better understanding of the world, which is
achieved through “the spiritual detachment (from
one's cultural home) and generosity necessary for
true vision”.
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On
Digital
Walls of
Zeroes and
Ones

We're the first generation that gets to live
twice. Over the past few decades, we have
never been more connected. Also, our
hyper-accessibility comes with a realignment
of the percipience of distance and longing
in our collective memory. Our existences
simultaneously experienced and curated.
Presented. packaged. Polished for our
protection.

_____

Sanjana J. Pillai

The advent of the technological penetrability
into our lives, though seemingly erasing the
need for the physical presence of our loved
ones, has given birth to "live ghosts". Social
media pretends to be the antidote to the
suffering that loneliness administers. But
instead, it only compounds it, and allows us to
live vicariously and sculpt the perfect version
of ourselves without having to go through the
social anxiety of interaction. Digital fortresses
made of bits, bytes and pixels. Walls made
of zeroes and ones. We might refer to these
digital fences as masks. The following parley
can be heard in a pub near you:
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"

This dual existence, of the real and
virtual self, has given rise to a new kind of
schizophrenia in the millennial age. The real
world is where all the world's a stage, and
we're merely actors, and the virtual universe
is an orgy of mutual masturbation. We are the
worst generation. We're all full of shit. We all
pretend to lead these perfect, happy lives
when we know we're just as lonely. We're
fucking fake. We're fucking plastic."

It would be easy to dismiss
this message as the ramblings
of a pseudo-intellectual if
there wasn't so much truth
to them. We do all create
versions of ourselves to
appear to be the curators of
our own stories, to appear
to be in the driver's seat of
our own lives. However, to
pretend doesn't make us
plastic. Imagination is what
makes us human. It allows us
to figure out which version of
ourselves fits best. We're not
the worst generation. We're
just the most exposed, and
we live in a constant state
of feedback or judgment.
Maybe the masks are a tool to
survive the time. Or perhaps
they provide a thin layer
of protection. A place to
grow, discover, and reinvent
ourselves. The critical part is
to have people who know you
without those masks, yet to
feel happy with whom you are
beneath it.

Sanjana J. Pillai
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Nikita
Sacha
_____

IIkaw and Bura
The paintings are part of the series Ang
Mahabang Gabi ng Iyong Liwanag (The Long
Night of Your Light) that explores personal
relationships conducted over long distances.
Moving to a different country to pursue her
MFA, video calls have been the primary mode
of communication to those with whom she
kept in touch with. She has interpreted images
of video calls when internet is weak and use
this as a visual for disconnection.

Manila, Philippines
b. 1986

NIKITA SACHA, Ikaw, 2017

NIKITA SACHA, Bura, 2017

Nikita Sacha moved to San Francisco (USA),
where she is currently based, to pursue an
MFA in Fine Arts Painting at the Academy
of Arts University. This experience enabled
her to further develop her skills with diverse
techniques such as painting, photography,
installation and drawing. For almost a decade,
her work has been exhibited in the solo shows
Phantom Limbs (2012), When the Strings
Come Off (2011) and Little Monsters (2009)
in her home country. She has also taken part
in prestigious group shows such as the most
recent participation at BP Portrait Award
2018 that is touring in the UK at the renamed
London’s National Portrait Gallery (2018), the
Wolverhampton Art Gallery (2018), the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh (2019)
and at the Cartwright Hall, in Bradford (2019).
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Manuel
Cilli
_____
Pescara, Italy
b. 1993

MANUEL CILLI,
Fallout, 2018

MANUEL CILLI,
Unknown, 2018
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Manuel Cilli lives and works in Venice where
he is attending the Master’s Program at the
Fine Arts Academy. In 2017, he participated
in the 53rd Pesaro International Film Festival.
His research focuses on contemporary
landscapes, architecture and human artefacts
as first true testimonies of time. The artist
dedicates particular attention to the concept
of artificial accident (from buildings’ collapses
to explosions) either in its instantaneity or in
its effects on the subjects affected. Especially
in his painting, the imagery interchanges
between two poles - violence and sensibility
- giving life rather to iconic pictures than
narratives. The artist believes each image must
contain its potential development within itself,
waiving the need to be replicated. On the
artist’s video productions, the centre points
once again to paradoxes and to the strong
ambiguity of contemporary environments a matter in which he does not take sides.

Chosen Lands
Chosen Lands refers to all those places that,
during and after the Cold War, were used
for nuclear and atomic weapon testing sites
(atmospheric, underground and underwater
tests) by several Federal Governments,
especially the USA. The landscapes in the
shootings are from the South Pole, the
Antarctic, the Nevada Desert, the New Mexico
Desert and the Marshall Islands Atoll in the
Pacific Ocean.

Idyllic sceneries, far from
civilization, were doomed to
be irreversibly compromised.
In the large number of records
made by the american
authorities (from the 50’s to
the 70’s), an operation was
carefully placed in order to
remove narrative elements: the
structures built for the tests, the
explosions, the human beings
involved. The only images
deserving to be kept were the
landscapes, bringing out the
essence of the picturesque.

Unknown / Fallout
On the other hand, the two
paintings following the video’s
content are more explicit,
although not easily identifiable.
Unknown is characterized
by the condition of damage
and compromise in which it
pours a mysterious structure,
a condition that transforms
its identity and dislocates
it from its original context.
Fallout is presented as an
abstract composition, based
on elements that are present
in an earthly explosion, such
as atomic particles and rocks
fragments.The titles refer
to a certain type of military
terminology that aims to
catalogue and suggests
a scientific and detached
approach of the imagery’s
reading.
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MANUEL CILLI,
Chosen Lands, 2018
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On
Letting
Go

_____

As it may first appear the concept of

Yasmine Helou
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"Distance" polysemy can be reduced to its
metric significance in the fractal realm of
abstract and practical sciences of mathematics
or physics. However, if you let your gaze
wander around the theories of “Distance”
as more than a simple objective metric,
and explore the subjective experience it
constitutes in psychology, philosophy and
social sciences, you might step on its capacity
to move all human beings in their feelings,
thoughts, contemplations and considerations.
In this direction, we are often led to approach
it as a melancholic emotion, but for me, in
the contrary; it is all about opportunities and
new adventures, “Distance” being synonym
of remoteness, remoteness of the known and
proximity with the unknown, opening your
eyes to a myriad of novel horizons...
Marcel Proust wrote that "The real journey of
discovery is not to look for new landscapes,
but to have new eyes"… “New eyes” allowed
by the detachment “Distance” implies,
engendering beyond any doubt a perpetually
evolving open-mindedness. In this vein,
detachment is the first step to self-awareness,
to a jump into the physical, phenomenological
and philosophical voyage that each of us
must undertake in order to appreciate the
underlying meanings of the diverse aspects
of the World, and its impoundable and
innumerable shades.

Conversely, to fear “Distance”
results in the impossibility to
look forward, and move on.
It means to be trapped in
a space-time limbo that no
longer exists.
Moreover, blocking the
individuals in their research of
the new, and compromising
their tolerance toward the
unknown, contributes to the
dynamics of one of the most
growing and dangerous
scourge of our time:
Ignorance.
Therefore, I shall say that “On
Walking Away” or “Taking
some Distance” from the
acknowledged and accepted,
leads in all likelihood, to
enlightenment, wisdom,
never-ending learning and
Culture.
So, let’s march, let’s explore,
let’s simply go…

Yasmine Helou
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On
Walking
Away

_____

Displayed artwork
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LUIZA BALDAN, Suspiro, 2017, video installation in loop
MANUEL CILLI, Chosen Lands, 2018, video, 5'34"
MANUEL CILLI, Fallout, 2018, oil on canvas, 40x40cm
MANUEL CILLI, Unknown, 2018, oil on canvas, 30x40cm
BENEDETTA FIORAVANTI, Pathos, 2018, video, 5'22"
TURKI GAZZAZ, Divided Congregation, 2016, sound and laser-cut installation,
50x100cm
YVES LEBLANC, Salomé 180630 (serie of 8), 2018, photography, digital process,
live coding, 16x22cm
YVES LEBLANC, Loren 180820 (serie of 8), 2018, photography with digital
processing, live coding, 16X22cm
YVES LEBLANC, Salomé, Stenopé, tirage cyanotype sur dessin (serie of 6), 2018,
drawing and photography,16x22cm
YVES LEBLANC, Stenopé, tirage cyanotype sur dessin 01. Original, 2018, drawing
and photography, 16X22cm
YVES LEBLANC, Leonor 6B 170509, 2018, photography, collage, 34x15,5cm
YVES LEBLANC, Astride 160510, 2018, photography, digital process, live coding,
13x18cm
YVES LEBLANC, Leonor 160329 mvt -07, Decomposition de Mouvement, 2018,
photography, digital process, live coding, 22x29cm
YVES LEBLANC, Leonor 160329 mvt-02 BAS, Decomposition de Mouvement, 2018,
photography, digital process, live coding,16x22cm
MOHSEN MEYSAMI, MEHDI MEYSAMI, Woven into the warp and weft of our landBlood Blood Blood, 2017, sculpture, 100x140cm
VALENTINA ROSA, Ri-costruirsi, 2017, inkjet print on cotton paper, 50X70cm
VALENTINA ROSA, Sentire, 2018, installation with sculpture and photography
NIKITA SACHA, Bura, 2017, oil on canvas, 12x14cm
NIKITA SACHA, Ikaw, 2017, oil on canvas, 10x10cm
SURYAN AND DANG, An Unremitting Dialogue with Things, 2018, book, 21X14.8cm
SURYAN AND DANG, Brutalist Cloud, 2018, photography, 60X90cm
SURYAN AND DANG, Ghost of a Crow, 2018, photography, 60X90cm
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Annexe:
On
Walking
Away

_____

Vanishing point - Pinhole camera à
distance - Point de fuite - Sténopé
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The French translation of the English word
«vanishing point» reads «point de fuite”, which
literally means «point towards which things
are going to». It is interesting to note that if
for some this expression represents the point
of convergence, for others it may define the
moment when things disappear. However,
in both cases, it consists of the same optical
phenomenon. Moreover, while the French
version refers to the practice of the draftsman,
namely the visual convergence, its English
equivalent insists on the visible experience for
the spectator, ending up to disappearing.

This is a cause and effect
result since the visual
convergence point inevitably
sets a distance between
things from a spatial point of
view as well as a temporal or
even an emotional one. It is
for this reason that one may
notice that On Walking Away
can closely be linked to a
"vanishing point" as much as
“point de fuite" has a close
connection with "à distance".

Equally, the French word «stenopé» (from
Greek «narrow opening») is translated in
English as «pinhole camera”. These terms refer
to the same phenomenon. There is, however,
a nuance of appreciation because the French
term « opening » implies that the phenomenon
is seen from the inside with a visual result that
gets closer to a picture-table, like a window
opened to the world (Alberti). On the contrary,
the word «hole» evokes a surface accident and
highlights the physical process by which the
image comes to life in the camera from the
outside. It’s then just a difference in the point
of view!
In the same direction, it is also curious to look
at the title of the exhibition On walking away.
If it is translated in French as “à distance”, the
title would mean “to put a distance”.

These subtle examples in the
translation could be analysed
differently if we adopt a more
empirical approach typical of
the Anglo-Saxon world, or we
embark on a more emotional
journey characterising
the French way of seeing.
However, beyond any cultural
distinctions, a question comes
into being: wouldn’t these
linguistic enquiries represent
the stigma of an artistic
form which tries to match
a technical principle with a
precise kind of poetry?

Yves Leblanc
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